
MINI Stand 

DESIGN FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY 

•No making holes is permitted 

•Nailing or fixing with adhesive tape is permitted 

STAND DESCRIPTION 
•Stand open to aisles. 

•Surface 9 sq/m. 

•Chipboard panel structure, matte white plastic paint. 

•Standard trade fair carpeting in white colour. 

•Furniture each 9 sq/m.: 3 chairs (SI01), 1 table (ME01), 2 low cabinets and 1 mobile shelf (per stand). 

LIGHTING 
General lighting based on led spotlights in brackets at the rate of 3 spotlights every 9 sq/m of stand. 

•Electrical switchboard equipped with mangetothermic differential, and with a built-in outlet of 500w, prepared for up to 130w/sq/m. 

LETTERING 
•Sign in standard letters with the name of the exhibitor as well as the stand number. 

INCLUDED SERVICES 
•Minimum electrical power (0,13 Kw/sq/m.). 

•Basic civil liability and multi-fair insurance. 

•Daily stand cleaning (Type A, once a day). 

•Communication and marketing (presence in promotional elements and Premium Wi-Fi connection 1 user). 

ASSEMBLY DRAWING 
•You will receive it from Technical Secretariat. Also you may ask for it to :stecnica@ifema.es. 

RATES 

Stand MINI - 9 sq/m. € 1,801,12 + VAT 

OBSERVATIONS 
•All services or modifications the exhibitor wishes to make to these basic features shall be at their own expense. The elimination or substitution by the exhibitor of any formative 

element of the modular stand does not imply a reduction in cost. 

•Efforts will be made to adapt the distribution of all elements comprising the stand, any additional parts requested and all the structural elements to support the stand to 

the exhibitor’s needs, whenever technically possible and the plan of the relevant instructions is received at least 15 days before the start of assembly. 

•Once the stand has been assembled, changes in the placement of any element which have not been communicated by the set date w ill be invoiced. 

•All material used, both structural and electrical, is rented, and therefore, any deterioration will be billed at current rate s. 

•In addition, any exhibitor may book additional elements which appear in the IFEMA Services Catalogue. 


